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Fullerene symmetry reduction and rotational level fine structure:
The Buckyball isotopomer 12C59

13C
Tyle C. Reimer and William G. Harter
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701

~Received 18 July 1996; accepted 14 October 1996!

Rotational level structure is investigated for a number of lower symmetry fullerene structures
including the Buckyball isotopomer13C 12C59, and it is compared to that of12C60 using quantum
mechanical and semiclassical theory. Rotational spectra of13C 12C59 differs markedly from that of
icosahedrally symmetric Buckyball because the presence of a single additional neutron completely
breaks its rotational symmetry fromI h for C60 down to a singleCs reflection plane for13C 12C59.
Nevertheless, most rotational energy levels remain surprisingly clustered and well ordered.
Predictions are made for types of spectroscopic structure resulting from reduction of icosahedral
symmetry toCs , C2v, C3v, andC5v such as might be encountered in intrahedrally doped XC59.
Semiclassical techniques help to label the spectra of molecules undergoing such extreme symmetry
breaking and to explain why highJ levels still maintain so much order and degeneracy under these
conditions. These techniques may also be useful toward understanding the dynamics of hindered
rotors in solution or solid fullerite, as well as in the interpretation of high resolution gas phase
spectra of fullerene molecules or ions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!00504-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

With the introduction of less expensive production
techniques1,2 there has been a flurry of interest in the
fullerenes which include a myriad of carbon cage structures,
varying from the spherical Buckminsterfullerene~C60! to
elongated carbon ‘‘bucky-tubes.’’ Mass spectroscopy shows
evidence of superfullerenes made of hundreds of carbon
atoms,3 and TEM reveals fullerenes nesting in a fashion
similar to the layers of an onion.4 As more of the nature of
these fullerenes are unveiled it becomes apparent that the
fullerenes comprise a new family of organic molecules, with
many more varieties and symmetries than the planar hydro-
carbons. Also, extensions of fullerene compounds such as
the metallo-carbohedranes5 or ‘‘metcars’’ ~XmCn2m! can be
viewed as anintrahedraldoping or substitution ofm of then
original carbons which represents a lowering of the icosahe-
dral (I h) symmetry of a pure Cn molecule to one ofTh sym-
metry.

The fullerenes may also be doped in anendohedral
~X@Cn! manner by trapping the X-impurity inside the cage.
Lanthanum and potassium have been endohedrally trapped
during formation of C60 ~see Ref. 6! and may play the role of
nucleation site by helping a hexagonal carbon lattice become
nonplanar. High energy injection methods have also been
used to endohedrally dope Buckyball with helium atoms.7,8

Finally, there is the possibility ofexohedraldoping or sur-
face absorption on the exterior of the cages.9

The possible point symmetries of the various fullerene
and ‘‘metcar’’ structures range fromI h ~icosahedral-
inversion symmetry used to be labeledYh!, the highest point
symmetry in 3-space, through a multitude of lower point
symmetries including~most often! no symmetry at all. Many
of these symmetries can be obtained by replacing carbon12C
atoms by the next most abundant isotope13C. Indeed, a
single 13C in C60 reducesI h symmetry to only bilateral re-

flection orCs symmetry, and two or more13C isotopes for
most steric placements leave the Buckyball cage with no
symmetry at all. For Buckyball composed of both12C and
13C atoms there are a vast number of substructures that can
be formed each with their own inherent symmetries and
probabilities of formation. For a fractional natural abundance
of p50.011 for13C, the probabilityP(p,n) for a 60 carbon
13Cn

12C602n molecule composed ofn
13C atoms is given by

the following:

P~p,n!5
60!

n! ~602n!!
pn~12p!602n5H 0.52 for n50,

0.34 for n51,
0.11 for n52.

~1.1!

Of all the C60 isotopomers, only
12C60 and

13C60 have the
high icosahedral symmetry. High symmetry molecules have
levels with more degeneracy.~I -symmetry speciesA, T1,
T2, G, andH have degeneracy 1, 3, 3, 4, and 5, respec-
tively.! Also, high symmetry molecules exhibit a near-
degeneracy known as spectral clustering or superfine
structure10–12 which for I -symmetry gives degeneracies of
12, 20, and 30. So, level structure of high symmetry rotors is
sparse, and more so for higher symmetry.

Except for trivial mass rescaling,12C60 and
13C60 have

the same rotational and rovibrational Hamiltonians and spec-
tra. However, since12C nuclei are spin-0 the Bose–Einstein
exclusion principle excludes all but 1 in 60 of the12C60 ro-
tational states.~Only Ag states are allowed. Roughly speak-
ing, this is because all sixty rotationalI -symmetry positions
are truly indistinguishable.! The result is extremely sparse
rotor levels, perhaps the most extreme rotor symmetry exclu-
sion that has ever existed.13

On the other hand, since13C nuclei are spin-12 all the
I -symmetry species for13C60 are allowed.13 ~Even one13C
spin is enough to distinguish allI -rotational positions.! Now,
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13C60 superfine and hyperfine structure is much more com-
plex since 60 spin-12 nuclei give rise to 260 Pauli–Fermi–
Dirac-allowed hyperfine states.13 Nevertheless, for small hy-
perfine splitting, the13C60 rotational spectrum is still quite
sparse because of the symmetry effects mentioned above.

One might expect that the low symmetry of13Cn
12C60–n

isotopomers and most other doped fullerenes, might doom
them to having inordinately complex rotor spectra. However,
we shall show that spectra of13C 12C59 ~which has no rota-
tional symmetry at all!, is relatively simple and comprehen-
sible, at least for the models considered below. Features of
the rotational level structure for13C 12C59 will be considered
using semiclassical and quantum mechanical analysis. Such
features are expected to appear in high resolution rotation-
vibration spectra of a gas containing fullerenes produced
without isotopic selection since13C 12C59 has the highest
natural abundance; 34% by Eq.~1.1!. Similar features can be
expected when the C60 fullerene has its symmetry broken
other ways, and some of these will be discussed subse-
quently.

First, we show the method of describing lower symmetry
rotational levels by considering a model rotational Hamil-
tonian of the13C 12C59 rotor.

II. APPROXIMATING THE SEMIRIGID 13C 12C59
ROTATIONAL HAMILTONIAN

A symmetry analysis of the isotopomer13C 12C59 shows
that its icosahedral symmetry has been greatly reduced be-
cause the13C atom occupies a site with only a reflection
plane for local symmetry. The purely rotational icosahedral
symmetryI is reduced to theC1 identity group, while the full
icosahedral symmetryI h5I ^Ci is reduced to a groupCs of
order two. This implies that many of the degeneracies due to
the icosahedral symmetry split intoCs singlets when the
molecule distorts due to rotation.

However, a rigid isotopomer13C 12C59 has the same in-
ertia tensor as a spherical shell with an imbedded point of
neutron mass. This is a slightly prolate rigidsymmetrictop
with anR2-symmetric rotational Hamiltonian:

Hsym5BJ21~A2B!Jz
2. ~2.1!

The rotational constant isB50.0028 cm21584 MHz for
12C60. The longitudinal versus transverse rotational constant
difference~A2B53.6 MHz! is due to the extra13C neutron.
~There is tiny correction due to a tiny shift in the center of
mass, however this will be ignored here since it is of the
order of the uncertainty for the C60 bond lengths.!

In irreducible tensor notationHsym has the following
form:

Hsym5
A12B

3
T0
01

2A22B

3
T0
2. ~2.2a!

The second rank angular momentum tensor operators are de-
fined as follows:

T0
05J•J5Jx

21Jy
21Jz

2,
~2.2b!T0

252 1
2Jx

22 1
2Jy

21Jz
2.

Tensor notation14 facilitates matrix evaluation, rotational
symmetry, and the semiclassical graphical analysis which
follows. It also helps to simplify the description of centrifu-
gal and coriolis distortion operators which can become un-
necessarily complicated if written as polynomials.@Compare
Eq. ~2.3! below with Eq.~3.3! in the following section.#

Icosahedral symmetry requires that the simplest aniso-
tropic distortion operator must have a specific sixth degree
~or rank! tensor form given by Eq.~2.3! below. Here the
chosen bodyz-axis of quantization is an icosahedral fivefold
symmetry axis with thex- andz-axes lying in aCs reflection
plane:

H icosa5t066FA115 T0
61

A7
5

~T5
61T25

6 !G . ~2.3!

The next highest allowed icosahedral operator is of tenth
degree inJ. The rotational level spectra of icosahedral op-
erators have been discussed previously.10–16 The evaluation
of tensor molecular constants such ast066 is beyond the
scope of this work since they require detailed and accurate
anharmonic force field calculations.~The better known
spherical top molecules such as C8H8 and SF6 have cubic-
octahedral symmetry, and they are well described using dis-
tortion operators of only fourth rank which are related in a
relatively simple way to harmonic force constants.!

It is even more difficult to predict the values of vibra-
tionally excited centrifugal-coriolis constantsta62a6 ~a52,4!
for 12C60. The scalar coriolis constantsBz were predicted for
the four dipole active modes.17 These were approximately
verified in low resolution Fourier transform infrared~FTIR!
spectra.18 A dynamical model by Weeks19 has given values
for pure vibrational splittings of13C 12C59. Perhaps it can be
extended to predict13C 12C59 tensor fine structure splitting,
as well. For now, the C60 tensor constants remain unknown.

Instead of guessing a value for constants liket066, a
range of values of the tensor contribution~2.3! will be ex-
plored. We consider the eigenlevels of the following model
rotational Hamiltonian~2.4! which has continuously variable
amounts ofI h andCs symmetric parts~2.3! and ~2.2!, re-
spectively:

H5Hsym8 1H icosa. ~2.4!

However, it is necessary to take account of the relative ori-
entation of the two tensor terms. From the geometry of the
fullerene structure we find that the polar anglebp subtending
to the C13 site has the following value

bp5tan21S 228F2

19 D50.350 405 41...,

where

F25
12A5
2

. ~2.5a!

The Hsym8 term is a rotated version ofHsym using a body-
frame rotation by Euler angles~bp50.35...,gp50! to align
the effective prolate top axis with the13C site.

Hsym8 5R21~•,bp ,gp!HsymR~•,bp ,gp!. ~2.5b!
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Rotational transformations are given as linear combina-
tions of the irreducible tensors with WignerD-function co-
efficients as described below. It is computationally simpler to
align the second rank tensors inHsym with the sixth rank
ones inH icosa rather than the other way around, but either
way should yield the same results.

Higher rank semirigid axial or symmetric top distortion
operators such asT0

0, T0
4, and additionalT0

6 are ignored in
this model since they do not appear to qualitatively change
the outcome. TheHsym andH icosaterms vary likeuJu2 or uJu6,
respectively, and so the sixth rank tensor terms would start to
dominate for higherJ. As mentioned previously, tenth and
higher rank icosahedral tensors are possible, but we are not
considering those effects here for lack of constant values.
Asymmetric distortion operators such asT2

4 or T4
4 might be

important for heavy dopants but probably not for just one
neutron. For lowerJ values and up to some criticalJ the
symmetric top term~2.2a! would presumably be most influ-
ential, followed then by the sixth rank distortion term~2.3!
which is allowed in the original isotopically pure C60 mol-
ecule.

In the usual angular momentum basis, the quantum-
mechanical Hamiltonian has the following representation,
where WignerD-matrices are used to rotate the axial or sym-
metric top irreducible tensor parts.

HKK85BuJu21t066̂ Ji6iJ&FA115 C0KK
6JJ dKK81

A7
5

3~C5KK15
6JJ dK15,K81C25KK25

6JJ dK25,K8!G1
2A22B

3

3^Ji2iJ& (
n522

2

D0n
2 ~•,b,g!CnKK1n

2JJ dK1n,K8 . ~2.6!

To aid in viewing and analysis, the zero rank term is set to
unity and a parametert is introduced which will contain all
coefficients and reduced matrix elements. The higher ranked
terms are then rescaled to210 of the scalar term:

HKK85dKK81
2

10 H t (
n522

2

D0n
2 ~•,b,g!CnKK1n

2JJ dK1n,K8

1~12t!FA115 C0KK
6JJ dKK8

1
A7
5

~C5KK15
6JJ dK15,K81C25KK25

6JJ dK25,K8!G J .
~2.7!

Note thatt represents the relative amounts of second rank
terms with respect to the sixth rank terms and would be
J-dependent for fixed molecular constantst066, B, and A.
The spectra for XC59 single site doping will differ from that
of 13C 12C59 by the value ofA, B, and t066 and hence oft.
Furthermore, certain types of doping at sites with other than
Cs local symmetry may be treated as above with an appro-
priate choice of Euler angles (bp ,gp) and will be analyzed
subsequently.

III. ROTATIONAL ENERGY SURFACE VIEWS

In order to view the eigensolutions of model Hamil-
tonian ~2.4! in a semiclassical manner, a rotational energy
~RE! surface is constructed using the asymptotic expectation
values of the tensor operatorsTq

r ,

Tq
r→D0q

r ~•,2b,2g!uJur5Cq
r ~u,f!uJur . ~3.1!

The asymptotic values involve WignerD-functionsD0q
r , and

multipole functionsCq
r which are closely related to spherical

harmonicsYq
r . The polar~u! and azimuthal~f! angles locate

the classical angular momentum relative to the body frame.
The polar angles are related to the Euler angles~b,g! by

u52b, f52g, ~3.2!

and are used to plot the trajectories associated with the evo-
lution of classical angular momentum vectors for fixed mag-
nitude uJu and constant energy.11 The classical Hamiltonian
derived from~2.7! has the following polynomial form upon
replacement of each rankr tensor operatorTq

r with a corre-
spondingr th degree multipole functionCq

r .

H511 2
10t$ 3

4 sin
2~bp!sin

2~u!cos~2f!1 3
4 sin~2bp!sin~2u!cos~f!1 1

4@3 cos
2~bp!21#@3 cos2~u!21#%1 2

10 ~12t!

3$ 1
16@231 cos

6~u!2315 cos4~u!1105 cos2~u!25242 sin5~u!cos~f!~5220f2116f4!#%. ~3.3!

As in the case of~2.7! the t coefficients depend upon other
coefficients and are scaled to210 of the scalar term, and
bp50.35... is given by~2.5a!.

IV. LEVEL STRUCTURE AND ROTATIONAL ENERGY
SURFACE TRAJECTORIES

The RE surfaces forJ550 are plotted along the top of
Fig. 1 for six values oft5@0,15,

2
5,
3
5,
4
5,1# giving a variety of

classical RE surface shapes. Below each of them in Fig. 1 are
the exact energy levels which are obtained by diagonalizing

the tensor 2J11 by 2J11 Hamiltonian matrix given by Eq.
~2.7! for J550 while varyingt from t50 to t51. The clas-
sical J trajectories are topography lines~constant energy!
near ‘‘quantizing’’ classical levels corresponding to certain
parts of the quantum energy level spectra indicated by ar-
rows in Fig. 1 pointing directly below each shape.~The paths
drawn in the figures are generic, i.e., not precisely the quan-
tizing paths forJ550, but they have essentially the correct
form in each case.!

The RE surface plots may be viewed as rotational phase-
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space portraits. Each quantizing phase path corresponds to an
eigenfunction or set of eigenfunctions belonging to a given
level or cluster of levels. Multiply congruent paths belong to
a multiplet of levels, which would have degenerate classical
energies, but are split slightly by tunneling in the quantum
system. Tunneling would occur, for example, between
equivalent paths in different regions having the same local
symmetry and energy. Tunneling is smallest for paths that
are localized and well separated by intervening valleys. Ex-
amples of different path and level structures are now given
for the different cases of RE surfaces belonging to different
values oft.

A. Pure icosahedral ( Ih) symmetry ( t50)

The extreme left of Fig. 1 is the limiting case fort→0
and would correspond more nearly to the spectrum one ex-
pects for highJ where high-ranking coriolis and centrifugal
effects are dominant. The limitt50 belongs to the pure
icosahedrally symmetric energy levels and RE surface.10

Consider the (I h) symmetric RE surface on the left hand
~t50! side of Fig. 1. The 12 peaks contain higher energy
pentagonal trajectories that haveC5 local symmetry and cor-
respond to a 12-fold nearly degenerate clusters. Similarly,

the 20 equivalent valleys haveC3 symmetry and correspond
to a 20-fold nearly degenerate clusters at the extreme lower
left-hand side of Fig. 1. There is only room for oneC3 clus-
ter because its eigenfunctions must occupy a smaller percent-
age of the available rotational phase-space to avoid the sepa-
ratrix. Also theC3 cluster is split more than theC5 clusters
because the tunneling across the separatrix is greater.

Dividing these well-definedC5 andC3 regions of non-
zero curvature is the separatrix region which contains points
of inflection or saddle points. This region contains the
boundary between the fivefold and threefold symmetry re-
gions and corresponds to delocalized and unclustered states
that are very sensitive to changes in the parametert. They
would also be states most susceptible to other perturbations
of the Hamiltonian.

In contrast, for the high and low energy values there is
very tight level clustering for states that are much more lo-
calized and less sensitive to perturbations. This is typical of
the rotational and rovibrational spectra obtained for highly
symmetric molecules. This clustering is the rotational sym-
metry analog to the band structure exhibited in solids with
translational symmetries. The high energy clusters contain

FIG. 1. Rotational energy surfaces and~J550! levels forCs symmetry breaking.~a! Rotational energy surfaces varying from pure semirigid icosahedral~left!
to pure symmetric top~right! molecules fort50,

1
5,..,1. ~b! Quantum mechanical energy levels foruJu550 varied from pure semirigid icosahedral molecule

~left! to purely rigid symmetric top perturbation. The energy scale on the right applies to rigid13C 12C59 prolate top levels.
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groups of 12 nearly degenerate levels, many of which are
exactly degenerateI multiplets. The low energy clusters con-
tain groups of 20 levels. Within these clusters of 12 and 20
nearly degenerate levels there are sublevels with standard
symmetry degeneracies of the order 1, 3, 3, 4, or 5, corre-
sponding to the dimension of icosahedral symmetry species
A, T1, T3, G, and H, respectively. Several unclusteredI
multiplets separate the high and low energy bands of clusters
in the separatrix region.I -cluster superfine structure is de-
scribed in detail in Refs. 10 and 12.

The bands of energy level structures can be associated
with paths on the leftmost RE surface directly above. White
dots at the tops of the RE surfaces show the body’s azi-
muthal axis chosen to be a fivefold rotational axis. The vis-
ible portions of 12 rotationally equivalent peaks containing
the C5 symmetric trajectories of the classical angular mo-
mentum vectors are indicated by the dark loops or level
curves. The trajectories for the single 20-foldC3 symmetric
cluster can be seen in the low energy triangular valleys.

On each surface in Fig. 1 there are six equally spaced
level curves which correspond to states of equally spaced
energy. These trajectories may be envisioned as expectation
trajectories for the angular momentum vectors in coherent
states composed of the quantum-mechanical states belonging
to the corresponding clusters. The six levels are enough to
approximate the different kinds of quantizing trajectories for
J550, though of course they do not show their exact posi-
tions. ~One set of equi-energy quantizing trajectories exists
for each level cluster.!

B. Pure symmetric top R2 symmetry ( t51)

For low angular momentum,~or equivalentlyt→1! the
second order tensor terms in Eq.~2.4! play the dominant role
and in the extreme case~t51! the pure symmetric top
Hamiltonian is obtained. Along the right-hand edge of Fig.
1~b!, the energy levels are plotted for a rotating symmetric
top with the sameJ550. The energy-frequency units are
calculated using Eq.~2.1!, and the level manifold center of
gravity is taken as an origin.

All but one of the rigid symmetric top levels occur in
twofold clusters comprised of rotationally degenerate dou-
blets labeled by symmetric topR2 symmetry species
~P,D,F,...!. This is one of the rare cases where each level
cluster belongs to a single symmetry species orirreducible
representation of the global molecular symmetry. In general,
clusters belong to locallyinducedrepresentations of the glo-
bal symmetry.11

The lowest eigenvalue corresponds to the only singlet
and is labeled as theS species. In the accompanying RE
surface drawn above the levels, two equivalent peaks are
inscribed with six ‘‘generic’’ examples of the 51 quantizing
trajectories belonging toJ550 andK50, 61, 62,...,650.
The waist of the surface contains the trajectory of singlet
~K50! state and would be referred to as the separatrix if it
actually separated differing types of clusters. A more com-
prehensive symmetry analysis of the rotational spectra of
these symmetric molecules can be found in Ref. 11.

C. Intermediate Cs symmetry (0 <t<1)

The values oft that lie between 0 and 1 will most likely
have physical meaning for12C59

13C. As viewed from right
to left, the successive RE surfaces in Fig. 1~a! show rota-
tional deformation that the symmetric top angular momen-
tum trajectories would undergo asuJu increases and more of
the molecule’s underlying icosahedral structure comes into
play through centrifugal distortion. The maxima of symmet-
ric top RE surface splits into three pairs of maxima, and five
minima. One pair of maxima lie in the plane ofCs reflection
symmetry and the other two pair straddle this plane. The
pentad of minima are joined by another pentad of minima
evolving from the separatrix region. The same process oc-
curs on the other side of the RE surface and finally leads to
the 20 equidistantC3 symmetric minima and the 12C5 sym-
metric maxima of the pure icosahedral surface.

The mixed RE surfaces provide information about the
quantum-mechanical spectra for13C 12C59. The RE extrema
found on the reflection plane appear in equivalent pairs,
while those off plane fall into groups of four. The radial
placement on the surface~energy is altitude or radius! gives
the ordering of these two- and fourfold clusters that corre-
spond to the pure icosahedral 12 and 20-fold clusters. The
12-fold clusters split into subclusters of order 2, 2, 4, and 4
and the 20-fold clusters break into subclusters of order 4, 4,
2, 4, 2, and 4. This ordering is visible near the separatrix
region in the RE surfaces ast increases. The clusters nearest
the separatrix lose their icosahedral clustering characteristics
sooner than the more isolated extreme energy clusters. Those
energy levels not belonging to any well-defined cluster are
perturbed almost immediately upon makingt nonzero, and
this is evident by the prominent mixing of levels. Similarly,
as t becomes less than 1, the symmetric topS singlet and
low lying doublets are first to mix.

The symmetry labeling of the twofold and fourfold sub-
clusters can be determined by relating the local symmetry of
the corresponding trajectories to the global symmetry of the
RE surface. Noting that the RE surface must be invariant to
angular momentum inversion or time reversal, the global
symmetry isC2h5Cs3Ci . The twofold trajectories lie on
the plane of symmetry and therefore the twofold subclusters
correspond toA1 andA2 Cs symmetry species induced to
C2h, namely A1↑C2h502g%12u and A2↑C2h502u%12g.
The 4-fold trajectories have only trivial local symmetry and
therefore the fourfold subclusters are induced by the trivial
A-C1 symmetry species induced toC2h, or A↑C2h

502g%12g%02u%12u. This implies that in all subclusters no
true rotational degeneracies exist, only singly degenerate
lines will occur for 0,t,1. However, nearly degenerate
twofold and fourfold clusters are prevalent.

As in thet50 and 1 extremes, clusters of a given type
appear to emerge from the separatrix in an exponential man-
ner. The number of contiguous clusters that appear is deter-
mined by the amount of phase-space available to those tra-
jectories. An approximation using angular momentum cone
geometry11 can be used to estimate the number of clusters
allowed before mixing into the separatrix region. This in-
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volves finding a minimum or cutoff valueKcutoff for the azi-
muthal quantum number. Clusters can then be labeled by
azimuthal quantum numberK550,...,Kcutoff . Critical angles
ucritical separating dissimilar regions on the RE surface are
then used to find the cutoffs.ucritical is the angle between a
local symmetry axis of quantization or classically stable
fixed point and the nearest~unstable! separatrix point. From
this angle we derive the cutoff value

Kcutoff5AJ~J11! cos~ucritical!. ~4.1!

In the symmetric top case~t51! an angle of 90° sepa-
rates the two-fold maxima from the separatrix giving a cutoff
of Kcutoff50 for all J. The critical angle in the pure icosahe-
dral case~t50! for the 12-fold clusters isucritical526.6° giv-
ing a ~J550! cutoff of Kcutoff545, which is observed in Fig.
1. Similarly, the 20-fold critical angle of 10.8° gives a~J
550! cutoff of Kcutoff550 allowing only the lone 20-fold
cluster observed at the bottom of Fig. 1. Cutoffs for the
broken symmetry cases may be approximated in a similar
fashion once the critical angles between extremal points and
separatrices are given. The clusters that dominate in the RE
surfaces have lower cutoff points and persist through the
widest range oft values. The highest twofold clusters and
lowest twofold and fourfold clusters span the majority oft
values.

D. Nuclear spin weights

With only a single13C there is no permutation symmetry
considerations or exclusion of symmetry species. All species
have the same weight: there are two spin-1

2 states. The ex-
amples below depend upon the dopant structure and may not
be so simple.

V. Cs CLUSTER SUPERFINE LEVEL STRUCTURE

The superfine structure of the clusters determines the
intrasubcluster level spacing. Splitting of the 2-fold clusters
arises from tunneling between two equivalentCs symmetric
regions on the RE surface which hasC2h symmetry. Each
pair ofCs symmetric regions would have a tunneling ampli-
tude S corresponding to their locations along the plane of
symmetry. The twofold tunneling Hamiltonian then has the
form,

@H2-fold#5SH S

S HD , ~5.1!

with eigenvalues$l2-fold%5H6S. Figure 2~a! illustrates the

A1 andA2 . Twofold clusters labeled byC2h symmetry spe-
cies forSP@0,0.5#. Note that the uppermost twofold peak of
Fig. 1~a! is situated nearest theHsym deformation and being
more isolated would have less splitting than clusters arising
from the remainingCs regions. Also ast→1, the twofold
trajectories become more isolated,S goes to zero and true
twofold degeneracies are recovered for the symmetric top
~t51!.

The intracluster level spacing for the fourfold subclus-
ters can be determined in a similar manner. Tunneling occurs
between a set of four equivalent regions on the RE surface,
and each set would have tunneling amplitudes determined by
their relative locations on the RE surface. This may be mod-
eled by varying the relative amount of nearest-neighbor~1
2S! and next-nearest-neighbor (S) tunneling amplitudes for
SP@0,0.5# and setting the furthest-neighbor tunneling ampli-
tude to zero. This fourfold tunneling Hamiltonian would
have the form

@H4-fold#5S H
~12S!

S
0

~12S!

H
0
S

S
0
H

~12S!

0
S

~12S!

H
D . ~5.2!

The eigenvalues are$l4-fold%5H61, H6(12S). Fig. 2~b!
illustrates fourfold level spacing labeled byC2h symmetry

FIG. 2. Superfine structure of twofold and fourfold subclusters forCs sym-
metry breaking.

FIG. 3. Rotational energy surfaces and~J550! levels forD52C5v symme-
try breaking.~a! Rotational energy surfaces varying from nearly icosahedral
symmetry~t5

1
5 on left! to nearly pure symmetric top~t5

4
5 on right!. ~b!

Quantum mechanical energy levels foruJu550 varied from pure semirigid
icosahedral molecule~t50 on left! to pure symmetric top structure~t51 on
right! with dopant perturbation symmetry axis on aC5v site.
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species forSP@0,0.5#. S50 gives two pair of widely spaced
doublets of two independent twofold systems$2~C2!%. The
S50.5 case corresponds to aD4 like system with equal
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor tunneling ampli-
tudes. For the values 0,S,0.5, the fourfold level structure
contains the species of the aforementionedC2h regular rep-
resentation. The level patterns for the extreme values ofS
can be related to the vertical spacing of the vertices of a
square on edge~S50! and on the point~S50.5!. For ~,S
,0.5! the fourfold clusters and can be related to the vertices
of a square tilted between the aforementioned extremes.

VI. D52C5v CLUSTER SUPERFINE LEVEL
STRUCTURE

An analysis similar to that the one above is given here
for symmetry breaking and superfine level structure in the
case where doping lowers the global molecular point sym-
metry toC5v and the rotational symmetry toD5. The two are
worth comparing sinceCv is practically the lowest symmetry
to which one can break anI h structure whileD5 is the high-
est symmetry breaking that can be had with a dopant at a
singleC60 site.

RE surfaces for four intermediate value oft51
5,
2
5,
3
5,
4
5 are

drawn at the top of Fig. 3. The extreme values oft ~t50 and
t51! correspond to RE surfaces identical to those of the

same values in Fig. 1 and are omitted from all following
illustrations. The original 12 equivalent icosahedral peaks
are now split into 2 equivalent peaks that are ofC5 local
symmetry and 10 equivalent peaks havingCs local symme-
try. On the low end, the 20 equivalent valleys are perturbed
into two sets of 10 equivalent valleys havingCs local sym-
metry. Ast goes from 0 to 1, less phase-space is available
for the tenfold valleys and the level curves that they contain
evolve into twofoldC5 symmetric trajectories.

In the lower portion of Fig. 3, quantum-mechanical ei-
genvalues forJ550 are plotted. The degree of clustering is
labeled at the left-hand side. For smallt, each of the icosa-
hedral high energy clusters contain corresponding twofold
and tenfold subclusters as predicted above. Ast increases the
tenfold clusters are seen to ‘‘mix’’ into twofold clusters. In
the low energy region, the two tenfold subclusters corre-
sponding to the icosahedral 20-fold clusters can be seen un-
dergoing a similar evolution. The uppermost twofold and
lowermost tenfold subclusters persist for nearly the entire
range oft values.

The superfine structure of the twofold clusters can be
obtained by correlating theK5 clusters with the globalD5

symmetry. TheC5 group is correlated toD5 in Table I. The
uppermost twofold cluster corresponds to an 05 cluster which
from the 05 column of Table I. containsA1 andA2 species.
The next lowest, a 45 twofold cluster, contains anE1 doublet,
the 35 anE2 doublet, the 25 anE2 doublet and the 15 doublet
contains anE1 doublet. The pattern then would cycle until it
reaches the separatrix region. Ast increases the splitting
between the 05 singlets goes to zero and all subclusters be-
come symmetric top doublets except for one loneA1 singlet
that becomes anR2S species.

The superfine structure of the tenfold clusters can be
approximated by using the tenfold Hamiltonian representa-
tion given below:

H10-fold51
H

12S
•

•

12S
S
•

•

•

S

12S
H

12S
•

•

S
S
•

•

•

•

12S
H

12S
•

•

S
S
•

•

•

•

12S
H

12S
•

•

S
S
•

12S
•

•

12S
H
•

•

•

S
S

S
S
•

•

•

H
12S
•

•

12S

•

S
S
•

•

12S
H

12S
•

•

•

•

S
S
•

•

12S
H

12S
•

•

•

•

S
S
•

•

12S
H

12S

S
•

•

•

S
12S
•

•

12S
H

2 . ~6.1!

The cluster contains the species of theD5 regular represen-
tation. In~6.1! the tunneling parameters are varied from pure
pentagonal tunneling~S50! to pure tunneling across the
twofold axes~S51!. Figure 4 illustrates the various cluster-
ing found in Fig. 3~b!. The lowermost tenfold cluster corre-

sponds toS values close to 1 as would be expected from the
collarlike arrangement of the low-lying tenfold congruent
valleys in the RE surfaces of Fig. 3. The higher low energy
tenfold cluster correspondsS values closer to zero corre-
sponding to the tunneling to found in two independent pen-

TABLE I. Correlation table relatingC5 species toD5 species.

D5↔C5 05 15 25 35 45

A1 1 • • • •

A2 1 • • • •

E1 • 1 • • 1
E2 • • 1 1 •
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tagonal potentials. The tenfold high energy clusters have tun-
neling parametersS closer to a half and are characterized by
singlet species separated by one or two doublet species.

VII. C2 CLUSTER SUPERFINE LEVEL STRUCTURE

The effect of structural symmetry breaking on aC2 axis
is similar to that of theCs symmetry breaking of Sec. V,
with one difference being the presence of only 4-fold degen-
erate clusters. The overall pure rotational symmetry isD2
which is isomorphic toC2^C1 . Figure 5 illustrates the
quantum-mechanical rotational energy levels with their asso-
ciated RE surfaces.

The t50 clusters all break up into three fourfold sub-
clusters ast becomes nonzero. Again these fourfold subclus-
ters contain only rotational singlets untilt goes to 1. The two
fourfold valleys situated near the waist of the RE surfaces are
affected the least by the symmetric top perturbation and cor-
responding subclusters remain close to each other for small
values oft. Another interesting feature is the separation of
the subclusters originating from the same 12-fold cluster.
Since the symmetric top perturbation is aligned with the
golden rectangles underlying the icosahedral structure the
splitting would be related to the golden mean. The square of
the radii of gyration for each type of fourfold site to the axis
of rotation follows the proportionality 1:11F1:21F1.
Therefore, the ratio between the high energy fourfold cen-
troids approach 1:F1. This is indeed the case for a great deal
of the smallert values, and could prove to be an important
feature in the description of rotational spectra of fullerene
molecules havingC2-type doping.

VIII. C3 CLUSTER SUPERFINE LEVEL STRUCTURE

Structural symmetry breaking due to a dopant at on aC3
rotation axis of C60 is different from the other possibilities in
that practically all the clusters have sixfold near degeneracy.
The icosahedral-trigonal~I2C3! rotational energy surfaces
andJ550 rotational level spectrum are shown in Fig. 6. for
the same range of symmetry-breaking parametert as in the
preceding figures which dealt withI2C5 andI2C2 symme-
try reduction.

In the left central portion of Fig. 6 it can be seen that two
sixfold near-degenerate clusters split away from each of the
icosahedral level clusters which had 12-fold near degen-
eracy. This may be understood by examining the evolution
of the twelve RE surface peaks ast becomes nonzero in the
upper left-hand part of the figure.

The upper half of the RE surfaces fort51
5,

2
5, and

3
5 have

three peaks arranged in an equilateral triangle around theC3
axis. On the opposite end of this axis the three inversion
images of these peaks lie out of sight in the figures. Together
these six equivalent peaks support quantizing trajectories for
the upper sixfold near-degenerate clusters in each splitting.
Near theC3 axial equator there is another set of six equiva-
lent peaks that are lower in energy and which account for the
lower sixfold near-degenerate clusters in each splitting.

The 20-fold near-degenerate cluster at the extreme lower
left-hand side of Fig. 6 undergoes a different sort of splitting
into three sixfold near-degenerate clusters and a lone high-
energy doublet. The doublet is associated with the two trian-
gular encircling valley trajectories closest to either end of the
C3 axis. Ast approaches the symmetric top limit~t51! this
doublet approaches the highest (K5J550) level in the sym-
metric top ladder. Its level trajectory can be seen rising di-
agonally from left to right in the figure.

One of the sixfold near-degenerate clusters is higher than
the other two which tend to stick together until the symmetry
breaking parameter exceeds about2

5. The higher cluster is
associated with the three pairs of valley trajectories nearest

FIG. 4. Superfine structure of the tenfold subclusters forD52C5v symmetry
breaking.

FIG. 5. Rotational energy surfaces and~J550! levels forC2h2C2v sym-
metry breaking.~a! Rotational energy surfaces varying from nearly icosahe-
dral symmetry~t5

1
5 on left! to nearly pure symmetric top~t5

4
5 on right!.

~b! Quantum mechanical energy levels foruJu550 varied from pure semi-
rigid icosahedral molecule~t50 on left! to pure symmetric top structure
~t51 on right! with dopant perturbation symmetry axis on aC2v site.
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to theC3 axis. They are in the neighborhoods of the three
tiny loops visible on the~t51

5! surface in Fig. 6. These tiny
loops are about to disappear, and they have fallen off the
slope of the~t52

5! surface and all highert surfaces. Hence,
the corresponding cluster is undergoing avoided crossing
splitting just abovet51

5 though it leaves a ‘cluster scar’ in
the level plot for highert values.

The other two lower energy sixfold near-degenerate
clusters belong to a set of twelve equivalent paths located
around the equator of the RE surface. Actually, they are six
pairs of triangular loops with points facing each other across
equatorial saddles. The tunneling across these saddles deter-
mines the splitting of the 12-fold cluster into its sixfold com-
ponents which becomes significant fort.2

5 @see Fig. 7~a!#.
The superfine structure within each of the two lower-

energy sixfold clusters has the standard cyclic band
structure.14 For only nearest-neighbor azimuthal tunnelingS,
the ordering of theC3v rovibrational species would be
A1 ,E,E,A2 at equally spaced energies2S, 20.5S, 0.5S, and
S, respectively, relative to the semiclassical rotational energy
as shown in Fig. 7~a! and the right hand portion of Fig. 7~b!.
For certain values of the tunneling the superfine structure
may resemble the form sketched on the left-hand side of Fig.
7~b!.

IX. CONCLUSION

The rotational level fine structure of symmetry-broken
isotopomers of the 60 carbon fullerene including13C 12C59
has been modeled along with other symmetry-breaking ex-
amples using semiclassical rotational energy surface analysis
and related to exact quantum-mechanical energy eigenval-
ues.13C 12C59 could be the major contributor to fine structure
in a high resolution infrared scan ofC60 produced using
naturally occurring carbon. Such a spectrum would involve
transitions between rovibrational states described herein and
rotationally similar dipole active excited states. The added
complexity of the states and levels owes to the nearly com-
plete breaking of the icosahedral symmetry of12C60, the su-
perposition of a slightly prolate symmetric rotor and the cor-
responding lifting of the strict bosonic exchange exclusion.

Nevertheless, the majority of the levels, particularly for
higher J, show an ordering and sparseness characteristic of
much higher symmetry rotors, and an improved physical un-
derstanding of the resulting rotational eigenstates is possible
using semiclassical rotational energy surface analysis. The
spectral sparseness is due to level clustering which in turn is
due to multiple identical semiclassical trajectories that persist
even for low symmetry rotor Hamiltonians.
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